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Report 
Prepared by: Patrick Kelly IOSH Ireland Branch - North Western District July 2016 

 

Conference Overview: 

The two-day conference was the third in a series of conferences on Leadership in Occupational Safety and Health. 

This conference provided an insight into good practices and current thinking on the sustainable benefits OSH 

brings to the world of work. Protecting people from injury or ill health in the workplace is the OSH practitioner’s 

core principles. Organisations are raising the bar in relation to raising OSH standards. 

Day 1: 
8:15 conference started with a breakfast session “beyond compliance – safety leadership in safety governance 

in the boardroom – speaker Dr Krisrtin Ferguson 

9:15 Opening address by President Dr Karen McDonnell 

 

 

9:30 Communication Master Class – Heather White discussing the importance of smart networking. 

9:40 Emma Mamo Head of Workplace Wellbeing “Mind” outlined the skills required for the changing face of 

workplaces and the requirement to track mental health issues with the organisation. There is a stigma that needs 

to overcome and develop a more open and supportive culture. 
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Quote: “An increasing number of organisations, small and large, now recognise that they are only as strong as 

their people.  They depend on having a healthy and productive workforce and they know that when employees 

feel their work is meaningful and they are valued and supported, they tend to have higher wellbeing levels, be 

more committed to the organisation’s goals and perform better. Research shows that FTSE 100 companies that 

prioritise employee engagement and wellbeing outperform the rest of the FTSE 100 by an average of 10 per 

cent. Good mental health underpins this. In order to achieve this, we recommend that employers put in place a 

comprehensive strategy to help people stay well at work, to tackle the root causes of work-related mental ill 

health and to support people who are experiencing a mental health problem in the workplace.” 

10:30 Richard Judge Health and Safety Executive gave a presentation on the future of the HSE and their future 

focus to influence behavioural and chance attitudes. He suggested we need to take ownership and we all have an 

important part to play in this process. 

11:30 Session -  IOSH Framework – Occupational Safety and Health Excellence Scheme, Shelley Frost IOSH assisted 

by Karl Simons, discuss the global standard for OSH knowledge and skills. This framework will provide a way for 

organisations to measure, develop and embed OSH knowledge and skills across the total workforce. This pathway 

will help OSH practitioners will advance their and other continual professional development and assist career 

enhancement. 

12:00 Professor Sir Anthony Newman Taylor – Continual challenges in Occupational Health 

 

Discussed the emerging evidence about risks to health associated with work. Include cancer, exposer to silica and 

potential carcinogenicity of synthetic fibres. He also presented various statistic and report finding to back up his 

premises.  Important point is we focus on workplace fatalities rather than the larger numbers of occupational 

health deaths that occur outside the workplace and in the home. 

Quote: “At present, 23 million days each year – at an estimated loss of £9.3bn to the UK economy – are lost from 

work-related ill health, primarily from mental health and musculo-skeletal disorders. The incidence of occupational 

asthma due to the majority of its causes, including isocyanates, has been falling in the past decade, with the 

exception of bakery workers allergic to flour dust and enzymes, added as improvers, whose rates remain 

essentially unchanged.” 
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Lunch  

Expo  

 Safety Training, Products and Organisations  

 

14:30 to 15:30 

Session 1: In the afternoon there were sit down track discussion sessions 

 How we influence – internal and external  

Leadership and Safety Culture - Malcolm Staves 

 Business risk and resilience 

Reputation management in the social media age - Alicia Custis 

 Innovation across programmes strategy and technology 

Making the link between leadership, engagement and safety performance - Keith Hole 

 Positioning for the future 

Be the best at what we do – we know the law and standards but there is more, coaching and collaboration    

Short sessions allowing discussion and networking opportunities 

15:45 to 16:25 

Session 2: 

 How we influence – internal and external  

Followership what every safety leader needs to know – Dr Shaun Lundy 

 Business risk and resilience 

Learning from shared experiences and develop a common direction – Clive Johnston 

 Innovation across programmes strategy and technology 

Evolution not resolution the journey – Seamus Keogh 

 Positioning for the future 

Safety is broken – safety is in a crisis!! The pass present and where we are go to. We need to do things 

different – John Greene 
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16:25 to 17:15 

Session 3: 

 How we influence – internal and external  

Influence better investigation – Jonathan Pickering 

Examines information/evidence collection and human factors    

 Business risk and resilience 

Developing a proactive, engaged leadership approach to health risk management – Dr David Fishwick 

Clare Foreshaw 

Discuss the HSE health specific management maturity model. Examine the key building blocks to an 

effective health management system. 

 Innovation across programmes strategy and technology 

Merging cultures and safety management systems- challenges and solutions - Paul Williams. 

Examine how organisation grow and change and the impact of a safety management system. 

 Positioning for the future 

How to best make advantage of mobile technology - Milan Dayalal &Martin Kelly 

Use of mobile devices and common concerns – need to look at mobile features and connectivity 

17:15 Immersive safety training – the tideway “EPIC safety induction day 

 A multi media event including role plays to explore how messages are heard understood and act  upon. 

 

Review of day 

The theme of the day was the importance of influential leadership. Each speaker looked at various aspects of 

future leaders in OSH. They presented various ideas that participants were asked to consider. There was a 

discussion of the challenges facing Health and Safety Practitioners. The importance of organisations understanding 

occupational mental health was highlighted. The Health in Construction Leadership Group emphasised the need 

to learn from shared experiences in relation to mental health and how best manage occupational health matters.  
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Day 2: 
8:15 Breakfast session: From great to greater – getting it right with corporate governance - Professor Vincent Ho 

Is there a magic bullet – what is the role of our leaders throughout diverse industries 

9:20 Keynote Address – Leading high performance teams – Sir Clive Woodward 

 

Outline leaderships skills used with the British Rugby Team – vert powerful session on team building and dynamics 

Quote: “Leadership for me is about creating an environment that everyone wants to be a part of, and nobody ever 

wants to leave. Leading teams, be it in businesses or sport, is not easy and no one-size fits all approach. In my 

experience whether you’re making decisions over hard performance elements of your team, the culture of you 

team, or any random challenge which may arise I find this phrase is a useful compass in making the right decision.” 

10:20 Nurturing committed and capable leadership teams throughout your organisation - Dr Jukka Takala. The 

role of policy leaders and rethink about safety, consider the paradigm of the change from 8am to 5pm thinking 

Lifelong capability. 

11:25 to 12:00 

Session 4: 

 How we influence – internal and external  

Preventive culture – International experience and prospective Dr Walter Eichendorf 

 Business risk and resilience 

EHS compliance, risk and the bottom line Thierry Dumortier 

 Innovation across programmes strategy and technology 

Tools that can be used to increase resilience and strengthen organisations and overcome critical 

incidents – Peter Oeij  

  Positioning for the future 

IOSH Framework – Carolyn Issitt, Kirsty LLiffe 

Discusses in detail how the Framework assessment is carried out and tools available and online scheme.  
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12:00 to 12:45 

Session 5: 

 How we influence – internal and external  

Leadership theory into health safety and environment improvement practice Gary Booton 

Session on importance of effective employee engagement, improves business climate and better for both 

people and business development.  

 Business risk and resilience 

The timeline of crisis management Mary Lawrence and Magnus Carter. 

Discusses organisations timelines and the impact on their business, looks at importance of planning and 

development of acceptable timelines.  

 Innovation across programmes strategy and technology 

Innovation in times of austerity and uncertainty: working together to solve workplace health and safety 

issues – Tracey Ayton Harding. 

  Positioning for the future 

IOSH research projects: history of OSH and current legitimacy 

Discuss the changing landscape of OSH research and legislation. 

Lunch  

Expo  

 Safety Training, Products and Organisations  

14:55 to 15:35 

Session 6: 

 How we influence – internal and external  

A leadership journey from the boardroom to the shop floor – Nick Wharton Steve Beswick 

Using dynamic workshop tools and live drama from experienced acting team. 

 Business risk and resilience 

The mobile world of work – Dr Mark Parrish Dr David Gold 

Examine and discuss International SOS Foundation Global Framework in relation to corporate health 

safety and security policy.  

 Innovation across programmes strategy and technology 

The importance of integrating innovation in an accelerating world – Bali Rakhra 

Why innovators are real heroes, common reasons why safety officers are overruled, what happens 

without innovation. 

  Positioning for the future 

IOSH research projects: Engagement/communication techniques  

Presentation of various projects, OSH knowledge and its management, Occupational safety and health in 

networked organisations, Engagement of micro, small and medium sized enterprises, Networks of 

influence: practicing safety leadership in low risk environment. 

15:35 to 16:35 

Interactive roundtable  

1. The impact of the new sentencing guidelines 

2. Progress of the Health in Construction Leadership Group 

3. CDM updates 

4. No time to Loss – turning awareness into action 

5. IOSH Framework 

6. Crisis Management 

7. IOSH Research Programmes 

Small open group discussion and updates on various topics   

Conference Closed 
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Reflections 

Leadership 

Leadership isn’t just the desired property of top leaders in private companies. Leadership qualities are needed by 
safety and health professionals, supervisors, trade unionists, governments, by everyone dealing with other 
people. Even mothers and fathers of children will need leadership qualities in their daily life. 

We often talk about behaviour change when better cultures need to be built. Usually, the best starting point is to 
change the behaviour of the leader. It’s easier to change the behaviour of a group rather than that of an 
individual – we are “group animals”, after all. A leader of an organisation can ban smoking, or introduce other 
safety and health measures in the premises for all, but have fewer tools to control individuals. 
 

Conference Review 

The 2-day conference offered a great opportunity to network with IOSH safety practitioners, industry leaders and 

experts. Participants were offered a clearer vision where IOSH is positioning itself into the future. An important 

element was looking at how innovation is central to the future of IOSH. Professionals need to embrace technology 

and use it effectively to develop even more positive safety cultures within organisations. The discussion on 

Occupational Health highlighted the need for IOSH to take a central role in bringing it to the forefront. IOSH also 

encouraged participants to complete the IOSH online Self-Assessment, develop an action plan to further develop 

skills and knowledge and enhance our careers.      

 

 

 

 

  

 


